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ABSTRACT

Umbilical cord clamping at birth has a major impact on an infant’s cardiovascular system that varies in significance depending upon whether the infant has commenced breathing. As umbilical venous return is a major source of preload for the left ventricle during fetal life, recent experimental evidence has shown that clamping the umbilical cord severely limits cardiac venous return in the absence of pulmonary ventilation. As a result, cardiac output greatly reduces and remains low until breathing commences. Once the infant begins breathing, aeration of the lungs triggers a large increase in pulmonary blood flow, which replaces umbilical venous return as the source of preload for the left ventricle. As a result, cardiac output markedly increases, as indicated by an increase in heart rate immediately after birth. Thus, infants born apnoeic and hypoxic and have their cords immediately clamped, are likely to have a restricted cardiac output combined with hypoxia. As increased cardiac output is a major physiological defence mechanism that counteracts the effects of hypoxaemia, limiting the increase in cardiac output exposes the infant to ischaemia along with hypoxia. However, if the infant commences breathing, aera tes its lungs and increases pulmonary blood flow before the umbilical cord is clamped, then pulmonary venous return can immediately take over the supply of left ventricular preload upon cord clamping. As a result, there is no intervening period of reduced preload and cardiac output and the large swings in arterial pressures and flows are reduced leading to a more stable circulatory transition.

INTRODUCTION

Umbilical cord clamping (UCC) at birth is much more than a symbolic separation of the infant from the mother. Potentially, UCC can cause a major disturbance to the infant’s cardiovascular system, placing the newborn at increased risk of death or brain injury.1 To survive birth, the infant must immediately initiate pulmonary gas exchange and redirect output from the right ventricle through the lungs. To achieve this, the liquid-filled lungs must first aerate so that air can penetrate into the distal airways and gas exchange can commence. This event triggers a large increase in pulmonary blood flow (PBF) that increases pulmonary venous return allowing the pulmonary circulation to take over from the umbilical circulation as the source of preload for the left ventricle. As the source of preload for the left ventricle is predominantly derived from the umbilical circulation during fetal life,2 UCC at birth can severely restrict the supply of preload to the left ventricle, resulting in a 50% reduction in ventricular output.3 7 The loss of preload and reduction in cardiac output represent significant challenges for the infant, particularly as it coincides with the switch to pulmonary gas exchange. As it can take many minutes for infants to aerate their lungs and increase PBF, these newborns are at a high risk of a combined hypoxic/ischaemic event during this time. Recent experimental evidence suggests that delaying UCC until after the infant has commenced breathing, may greatly reduce this risk.1

Until recently, the benefits and risks associated with delayed UCC have mainly been attributed to net placento-fetal blood transfusion, resulting in an increase in neonatal blood volume. The placenta to fetus blood transfer is thought to be time dependent, beginning within 15 s and ceasing at ~3 min after delivery, and to occur in a stepwise pattern, possibly due to uterine contractions.4 As a result, there has been much debate about the potential clinical risks and benefits of placental to infant blood transfusion during delayed UCC, which has been the subject of many recent reviews.5 6 However, net placental to infant blood transfusion does not readily explain some of the observations commonly associated with delayed UCC. As recent experimental evidence suggests that aerating the lungs and increasing PBF before UCC greatly stabilises the cardiovascular transition at birth, there is now a need to reconsider the timing of UCC with respect to the physiological transition at birth.7 As this is a subject that has received relatively little attention, this review will focus on the science underpinning the effect of UCC on the physiological changes at birth.

FETAL CARDIOVASCULAR FUNCTION BEFORE BIRTH

The functional structure of the fetal cardiovascular system is fundamentally different to that of the adult, but rapidly transforms into the adult phenotype within minutes of birth.2 8 In contrast to adults, the majority of right ventricular output in the fetus bypasses the lungs and flows from the main pulmonary artery and into the descending aorta via the ductus arteriosus (DA; figure 1). This is largely due to the high pulmonary vascular resistance (PVR) before birth, which results in a very low PBF.4 5 Animal studies have shown that flow into the left and right pulmonary arteries only occurs briefly during early to mid systole.1,3 During late systole and throughout diastole, PBF is retrograde, whereby blood flows away from the lungs and exits the pulmonary circulation by passing through the DA and entering the systemic circulation (figures 1 and 2).3 9 This retrograde flow of blood in the pulmonary arteries accounts for the high blood flow through the DA during diastole.
when flow in the main pulmonary trunk is zero.\textsuperscript{2,3} As a result, blood flows continuously through the DA, flowing from the pulmonary circulation into the systemic circulation (termed right-to-left (R-L) shunting), throughout the cardiac cycle. Evidence for similar flow patterns have been observed in human fetuses using ultrasonography\textsuperscript{10} or more recently by MRI.\textsuperscript{11}

A consequence of the very low PBF during fetal life is that pulmonary venous return is also low and so left ventricular preload depends primarily on umbilical venous supply. That is, umbilical venous blood either passes through the ductus venosus (DV) or the liver before entering the inferior vena cava (figure 1) and returning to the heart.\textsuperscript{12} Animal studies have shown that a high proportion of this venous return, particularly the oxygenated umbilical venous blood derived from the placental circulation, which passes through the DV bypasses the right ventricle and lungs by traversing through the foramen ovale (FO) to directly enter the left atrium.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, umbilical venous blood is a major source of preload for the left ventricle, with much of it passing through the DV and FO. This explains why left ventricular output, which supplies the preductal arteries, has higher oxygen levels than postductal arteries.\textsuperscript{12}

**LUNG AERATION AND THE INCREASE IN PBF AT BIRTH**

One of the first and greatest challenges that an infant faces at birth is lung aeration and the onset of pulmonary gas exchange, which triggers a huge decrease in PVR and an increase in PBF.\textsuperscript{3,20} This decrease in PVR and increase in PBF, along with UCC, are responsible for the transition of the fetal circulation into the adult phenotype. While this relationship between lung aeration and the increase in PBF at birth is well established, until recently it was assumed that it was primarily mediated by an increase in oxygenation.\textsuperscript{21} Indeed it is well known that increases and decreases in oxygenation increase and decrease PBF, respectively.\textsuperscript{21} However, previous experimental studies have questioned whether increased oxygenation has an overarching dominant role or is simply a contributor that of the trachea.\textsuperscript{13} While this liquid provides a vital role for fetal lung growth and development,\textsuperscript{13} at birth it acts as an obstacle that restricts the entry of air and, thereby, the onset of pulmonary gas exchange. As such, at birth the airways must be cleared of liquid to enable air to penetrate down into the gas exchange regions of the lung so that gas exchange can commence. While a number of mechanisms contribute to airway liquid clearance at birth, the primary mechanisms involved will likely depend on the timing and mode of delivery.\textsuperscript{14,15} Nevertheless, recent imaging studies in newborn rabbits have demonstrated that after birth, any liquid remaining in the airways is predominantly cleared by pressure gradients generated during inspiration,\textsuperscript{16–18} which drives liquid movement from the airways into alveolar tissue, where it is cleared by the lymphatics and blood vessels.\textsuperscript{19}

The vital role of lung aeration in the fetal to neonatal transition is underpinned by the onset of pulmonary gas exchange and by the fact that it triggers a huge decrease in PVR and an increase in PBF.\textsuperscript{3,20} This decrease in PVR and increase in PBF, along with UCC, are responsible for the transition of the fetal circulation into the adult phenotype. While this relationship between lung aeration and the increase in PBF at birth is well established, until recently it was assumed that it was primarily mediated by an increase in oxygenation.\textsuperscript{21} Indeed it is well known that increases and decreases in oxygenation increase and decrease PBF, respectively.\textsuperscript{21} However, previous experimental studies have questioned whether increased oxygenation has an overarching dominant role or is simply a contributor that
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**Figure 1** A schematic of the fetal circulation before birth and the changes in flow that occur after birth. Before birth the major supply of preload for the left ventricle is derived from the placental circulation, which passes from the umbilical vein through the ductus venosus, inferior vena cava and foramen ovale to directly enter the left side of the heart; thereby bypassing the right side of the heart and the lungs (A; pathway shown by red arrow). As most blood exiting the right ventricle passes through the ductus arteriosus (A; red arrow) and enters the descending aorta, very little blood flows into the fetal lungs before birth. After birth, the supply of blood for the left ventricle derived from the placental circulation is lost (B; broken red arrow) and so preload for the left ventricle becomes dependent on pulmonary venous return (B; red arrow). For this to occur, the lung must first aerate, which triggers a decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance, allowing all of right ventricular output to pass through the lungs (B; red arrow). In addition, flow through the ductus arteriosus reverses so that left ventricular output becomes a major contributor to pulmonary blood flow and, therefore to pulmonary venous return as well.
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provides the fine control for ventilation/perfusion matching after birth.\textsuperscript{23} For instance, ventilation of lambs with a hypoxic gas mixture has been shown to increase PBF without an increase in oxygenation.\textsuperscript{23} Similarly, ventilation of lambs after birth with strategies that either increase or reduce arterial oxygenation levels (compared with the fetal state) produced similar increases in PBF, indicating that the PBF increase was independent of oxygenation status.\textsuperscript{24} More recently, an imaging study in newborn rabbits has used phase contrast X-ray imaging combined with angiography to show that unilateral aeration of the lung causes a global increase in PBF.\textsuperscript{22} Although this leads to a large ventilation perfusion mismatch in unventilated lung regions, delinking the spatial relationship between lung aeration and the increase in PBF at birth has some adaptive advantages (see below). This study\textsuperscript{22} has potentially uncovered a previously unknown mechanism, which may be the primary driver for the increase in PBF induced by lung aeration.

**CARDIOVASCULAR CONSEQUENCES OF UCC AND LUNG AERATION AT BIRTH**

In normal uncomplicated pregnancies before birth, the placental circulation is a low resistance, highly compliant vascular bed that receives a large proportion (30–50%) of total cardiac output.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, UCC at birth in lambs causes an immediate (stepwise) increase in systemic peripheral resistance that results in a rapid (within four heartbeats or \(\sim 1\) s) increase (\(\sim 30\%\)) in arterial pressure (figure 3).\textsuperscript{1} Because the increase in arterial pressure is so rapid, it also causes a similar, pressure driven, increase in cerebral blood flow.\textsuperscript{1} This indicates that within this time frame, the cerebral circulation is pressure passive and vulnerable to large changes in flow in response to rapid fluctuations in pressure. Indeed, as UCC also reduces cardiac output (see below) this elevation in systemic arterial pressure and cerebral blood flow is transient and followed by a rapid reduction and then a rapid increase again after ventilation onset (figure 3).\textsuperscript{1}

Depending upon the gestational age of the fetus and its relative size compared with the placenta, between 30–50% of total fetal combined ventricular output flows through the umbilical circulation.\textsuperscript{12} As such, UCC causes a profound reduction in venous return and ventricular preload. Indeed, immediate UCC at birth in preterm lambs causes an immediate 50% reduction in right ventricular output (figure 3).\textsuperscript{1} Cardiac output remains low until the lung aerates and PBF increases venous return and preload for the left ventricle and possibly the right ventricle via the FO (figure 1). While it is thought that flow through the FO is unidirectional, mostly R-L (from right to left atrium),\textsuperscript{25} the rapid increase in right ventricular output associated with lung aeration (figure 3) suggests that some L-R (left to right atrium) flow may occur at birth in lambs.\textsuperscript{1} This is supported by Doppler ultrasonography in lambs (unpublished observations) and the finding that significant L-R flow through the FO can occur in humans.\textsuperscript{26}

The decrease in PVR associated with lung aeration after birth has a number of consequences, most notably an increase in PBF. This increase in PBF results from a redirection of right ventricular output to pass entirely through the lungs and a reversal in net flow through the DA (figure 1). Both of these events occur because downstream resistance in the pulmonary circulation decreases below the resistance in the lower body. As a result,
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**Figure 2.** Blood flow waveforms in the left pulmonary artery and in the ductus arteriosus (DA) before and immediately after birth. Before birth, pulmonary blood flow (PBF) flows towards the lungs (positive flow) only briefly during systole and then during late systole and throughout most of diastole, PBF is mostly retrograde (negative value), flowing away from the lungs and passing through the DA. Upon birth, the decrease in pulmonary vascular resistance facilitates antegrade flow in the pulmonary arteries throughout the cardiac cycle, with relatively high flows occurring even during diastole. These diastolic flows are due to left-to-right shunting (indicated by negative flows) through the DA, contributing to flow during this time. Although net blood flow across the DA is predominantly left-to-right, the flow waveform demonstrates distinct bidirectional characteristics due to the changing pressure gradient across the DA associated with the cardiac cycle.
blood preferentially flows from L-R through the DA, from the aorta and into the pulmonary circulation, down the path of least resistance (figure 1). While net flow is from L-R, instantaneous flow is largely bidirectional (figure 2), which is likely due to differences in timing for when the pressure waves, emanating from the left and right ventricles, reach either end of the DA. That is, the pressure wave leaving the right ventricle reaches the pulmonary artery/DA junction before the pressure wave from the left ventricle reaches the DA/aorta junction. This creates a pulmonary artery to aorta pressure gradient that facilitates R-L flow early in systole (figure 2). However, when the pressure wave from the left ventricle reaches the DA/aorta junction, the pressure gradient across the DA reverses causing L-R flow, which predominates in late systole and throughout diastole. The L-R flow through the DA is responsible for up to 50% of the increase in PBF at birth and is entirely responsible for the high rates of PBF that have been observed during diastole immediately after birth (figure 2); flow in the main pulmonary trunk reaches zero at this time.

The increase in PBF immediately after birth plays a critical role in the transition to newborn life by facilitating pulmonary gas exchange and by supplying venous return (preload) for the left ventricle. As indicated above, before birth, the source of preload is primarily supplied by umbilical venous return and so UCC at birth causes a dramatic reduction in ventricular preload and a decrease in cardiac output (figure 3). In lambs, this reduction persists until the lung aerates and PBF increases to take over the role of supplying preload to the left ventricle (figure 3). Thus, if there is a significant delay between UCC and lung aeration after birth, the infant will be exposed to a hypoxic episode, and to a protracted period of low cardiac output. The primary physiological mechanism that is available to protect vital organs such as the brain from hypoxic episodes involves an increase and redistribution in cardiac output, which results in a large increase in cerebral blood flow. As such, the period between cord clamping and ventilation onset, when cardiac output is compromised, represents a period when the infant is at significant risk of hypoxic/ischaemic brain injury (figure 3). On the other hand, infants that are not exposed to a hypoxic episode following immediate cord clamping will be exposed to large swings in arterial pressure and cerebral blood flow (figure 3), which increases the risk of perinatal brain injury. This is because cord clamping rapidly increases arterial pressure and cerebral blood flow and this is followed by a reduction in pressure and flow due to a reduction in cardiac output. Then upon lung aeration, PBF increases which restores ventricular preload and cardiac output, resulting in a rebound increase in arterial pressure and cerebral blood flow. This can be avoided if UCC occurs after the lungs have aerated and ventilation has commenced (figure 3).

**CARDIOVASCULAR BENEFITS OF LUNG AERATION BEFORE UCC**

In view of the infant’s need to switch venous return and ventricular preload from umbilical to pulmonary venous return, it is logical to initiate pulmonary ventilation and increase PBF before UCC. The increase in PBF after birth usually begins quickly (within minutes), depending upon the rate at which lung aeration commences, and in ventilated lambs it can take 5–10 min before the PBF reaches a maximum. During this period of increasing PBF, the increase in pulmonary venous return and left ventricular preload simultaneously restores cardiac output, or at least the capacity to increase cardiac output if required. As such, it is logical that the umbilical circulation remains intact during this time so that the reduction in venous return and cardiac output associated with the loss of umbilical venous flow is minimised (figure 1). When PBF increases before UCC, the supply of ventricular preload can immediately switch from umbilical to pulmonary venous return without any diminution to supply. As a result, there is no loss in cardiac output and the large swings in arterial pressure and cerebral blood flow associated with UCC are greatly mitigated (figure 3). Furthermore, the rapid increase in arterial pressure (over four heartbeats) that occurs in response to UCC is also greatly reduced. This is because the low resistance pulmonary circulation, via L-R flow through the DA, can immediately become an alternate pathway for left ventricular output.

In theory, and under controlled experimental settings, it is evident that there is considerable potential benefit for the infant if the lungs aerate and PBF increases before UCC. However, in reality there are several practical issues that are likely to impact on the physiological benefits for the infant. However, none of these relate to the practicalities of resuscitating an infant next to the mother following either vaginal or caesarean section delivery. Instead, these relate to the vertical positioning of the infant.
relative to the mother, and the timing of uterotonics administration, as this could greatly impact upon cardiovascular benefits of initiating lung aeration before UCC. Furthermore, in severely asphyxic bradycardic infants requiring chest compressions, it is unclear whether delayed cord clamping would be beneficial or detrimental to the resuscitation. Indeed, the presence of a persisting low resistance placental circulation may reduce or restrict the increase in diastolic pressure required to restore spontaneous circulation.

Much attention has focused on the obstetric management of the third stage of labour, with much of this focus centred on maternal welfare and reducing the risk of postpartum haemorrhage. Until recently, it was widely recommended that the mother be given a uterotonin (e.g. syntocinon) upon delivery of the infant’s anterior shoulder, which is followed by immediate UCC and gentle cord traction to hasten delivery of the placenta.32,33 While this management strategy reduces the risk of postpartum haemorrhage, mainly due to uterotonics administration, it is also associated with a significant reduction in infant birth weight, which is thought to be due to a reduction in infant blood volume.34 However, as oxytocin is equally effective when given following delivery of the placenta,34 it may be preferable to administer it at the end of the third stage to avoid interfering with the placental circulation during delayed cord clamping.

Clinical studies suggest that, while the umbilical circulation remains intact, uterine contractions ‘squeeze’ umbilical blood towards the infant and enhance the blood transfusion associated with delayed UCC.35 However, this suggestion is not consistent with the interpretation of fetal heart rate variability associated with uterine contractions during the second stage of labour.36 Differential occlusion of umbilical venous and arterial vessels (intraplacental) during an uterine contraction is thought to cause the placental accumulation of blood. This is due to the earlier occlusion and later release of the more compliant venous vessels, compared with the arteries, leading to increased venous return and an increase in heart rate at the end of the contraction.32 As a sustained and intense uterine contraction causes umbilical blood flow to reduce or cease, oxytocin administration during delayed UCC will likely negate the benefits of this procedure.

The effect of positioning the infant above or below the placenta is another factor that could influence the cardiovascular transition during delayed UCC. It is assumed that placing the infant above the placenta increases blood flow into the placenta whereas placing the infant below the placenta increases blood flow into the infant. This assumption is supported by studies37 showing that placental transfusion is maximised when neonates are placed below the placenta.37 While the effects were explained by the ability of gravity to assist or reduce the placental to infant blood transfusion, the haemodynamics are likely to be considerably more complex. Nevertheless, a recent non-inferiority clinical trial has found no adverse effects (on infant weight) of placing the infant above the placenta,38 which is consistent with the current common practice of placing the infant on the mother’s abdomen or chest after birth. While this does not appear to influence infant outcome, the science underpinning this practice has not been investigated.

SUMMARY

While UCC is widely considered to be an innocuous act, it is now apparent that this act is only innocuous if it is done at the right time. Indeed, the appropriate time for UCC is after the infant has aerated its lungs, commenced breathing and PBF has increased to sustain ventricular preload and cardiac output. Otherwise, if there is a long delay between UCC and lung aeration, the infant will be exposed to a hypoxic episode superimposed on top of a period of severely restricted cardiac function. The combined effects of these two adverse events are potentially catastrophic, leading to a severe hypoxic/ischaemic event. Although the timing of UCC at birth has been an issue of debate for centuries, recently the debate on this topic has almost entirely focused on placental to infant blood transfusion. While higher haemoglobin levels may have important implications for long-term infant outcomes, this issue is not the only, or perhaps even the most important issue, that concerns the appropriate timing of UCC at birth. We suggest that the focus of the debate should shift away from a time-based approach to a physiologically based approach for the timing of UCC. Indeed, due to the huge variability between individual infants there appears to be little logic in deciding to clamp the cord based on an arbitrarily set period of time. Rather, if the decision is based on the infant’s physiology, the timing can be tailored to suit the infant’s needs.
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